236	Clothmaking
colour.1 An absolute fulfilment of all the regulations was,
perhaps, no easy thing, for although cloths which had
been sealed by the ulnager in the district where they
were made were not supposed to pay ulnage in London,
the makers preferred as a rule to pay a halfpenny on
each cloth to the London searchers rather than risk
results of too close a scrutiny.?
During the reign of Edward VI there appears to
been a rapid rise in the price of cloth, mainly due, no
doubt, to the fall in the purchasing value of money,
which had been caused by the lowering of the standard
of the silver coinage. A list drawn up in 1551 showing
the prices at that time and four years earlier is of interest,
not only for its statistics but also as giving the names of
the chief varieties of cloths : 3
Welsh cottons had risen from   &d. the ' goyde ' in 1547 to      13^-
Cheshire    „        „      ,,      „        £7   the    pack        ,,	,,    £14, ox"
£14 io^t.
Northern kerseys       ,,      ,,      £24      ,,        ,,	,,	,,    £40.
Hampshire   „    „      ,,      ,,      £29      ,,        ,,	,,	,,    ^50, QJT
&*-
Devonshire dossens   ,>      ,,     £26      ,,        ,,	,,	,,    £50.
Northern	,,      „      „      £23      „        „	„	„    ^38.
Welsh fryses       ,,      ,,      ,,        235. the piece	,,	,,    465.8<c/.
Bristol      ,,         ,,      ,,      ,,        245.   ,,        ,,	,,	,,      44$.
Penyston whites        ,,      ,,        155.   ,,        ,,	,,	,,      30$.
Suffolk sorting cloth „      „      £365.8^.      ,,	,,	,,      £j,
Kentish cloths   „      ,,      ,,       £6     „        ,,	,,         ,,    ^10, ojt
£ix.
„     (fine)   „     „     £io,£iz       „	„         „   £19, or
£20.
1	Memo. R., K. R., Hil. 7 Eliz., m. 329.   As an earlier instance?*
sixteen drapers in Coventry, thirteen in York, and seven in Lincoln,
besides others elsewhere, were fined in the first quarter of 1390 for*
cloths of ray, not of assize.    Ibid., Hil. 13 Rich. II.
2	Exch. Dep. by Com., 30 Eliz., Hil., 8.
3	A. H. Johnson, Hist, of Co. of Drapers, ii. 395.

